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ABSTRACT

Based upon lessons learned in operating the initial sodium portion of the Sodium Plugging Phenomena Loop that itself became plugged and could not be unplugged, a set of improved design features have been identified for a new sodium loop that is less prone to inadvertent plugging. The new design features include a new sodium vessel that combines the functionalities of an expansion tank and a cold trap, increasing the loop tubing diameter/size, improving the thermal designs of the pump and flow meter, improved heater zoning, and an improved temperature distribution strategy along the loop. A new plugging loop conceptual design implementing these features has been developed.
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1 Introduction

Argonne National Laboratory (Argonne) has been leading the development of Sodium-Cooled Fast Reactors (SFRs) and supercritical carbon dioxide (sCO$_2$) Brayton cycle power conversion for SFRs for the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE). Argonne has been leading the development of compact diffusion-bonded sodium-to-CO$_2$ heat exchangers for SFRs with sCO$_2$ Brayton cycle power conversion. There is an incentive to make the coolant channels on the sodium and CO$_2$ sides of the heat exchanger as small as possible to reduce the heat exchanger size and cost. However, there are practical limitations on how small the channels can be. On the sodium side, the channels need to be large enough to enable efficient draining of sodium from vertically oriented sodium channels. The channels must also be large enough to avoid plugging shut the heat exchanger, in the event of a break in the cover gas system allowing air to enter the Argon cover gas in an Intermediate Heat Transport System (IHTS) sodium loop with failure or shutdown of the intermediate sodium cold trap circuit. In particular, oxygen would be transported to the Argon cover gas above the sodium free surface inside of the expansion tank/vessel, where it would dissolve into the liquid sodium. The solubility of oxygen in sodium decreases with temperature to essentially zero at the freezing temperature. This is the basis for cold trapping as an effective means to purify sodium from oxygen impurities. The solubility increases exponentially with inverse absolute temperature as shown in Figure 1.

As more oxygen dissolves into the intermediate sodium at the free surface, the oxygen concentration will eventually exceed the solubility limit at the cold end of the sodium-to-CO$_2$ heat exchanger. Oxygen will begin to precipitate out of solution as sodium oxide (Na$_2$O) upon the stainless steel walls of the sodium channels at the cold end. This process must be stopped before the sodium oxide deposits plug shut the sodium channels. Sodium oxide has a high melting temperature of about 1350 °C. It is not practical to melt out by heating an oxide plug that has formed due to the high oxide melting temperature. It might be possible to dissolve out a complete plug by washing it with relatively pure liquid sodium but such a process with a plug that completely blocks a channel must rely only on diffusive oxygen transport into the sodium mass adjacent to it. Because dissolution is limited by the diffusivity of oxygen in sodium, this process is very slow. Unplugging a completely plugged channel could take weeks or months. Thus, it isn’t practical. It is therefore essential that the sodium channels be large enough such that the sodium oxide deposition and plug growth process takes long enough that the ongoing plugging of the sodium channels can be detected, and the intermediate sodium loop shut down and drained of liquid sodium to stop the plugging process before the sodium channels have become significantly occluded. If significant flow over a deposit is still possible, then the deposit might be dissolved away through forced convection mass transfer by flowing pure sodium over it.

The Sodium Plugging Phenomena Loop was constructed at Argonne to measure the time for sodium channels to plug due to precipitation of dissolved oxygen under conditions prototypical of a sodium-to-CO$_2$ heat exchanger, and to conduct fundamental investigations of the phenomena involved in sodium oxide deposit growth and dissolution. It was used for initial investigations of sodium plugging phenomena as discussed in References [1] through [4]. The facility is actually two loops; a closed sodium loop with a test section simulating sodium channels inside of a sodium-to-CO$_2$ heat exchanger and an open air loop that cools the sodium as it flows through the test section to simulate the decreasing temperature along the sodium flowpath inside of a heat exchanger.
Unfortunately, the sodium portion of the facility became inadvertently plugged itself. Efforts to unplug it were unsuccessful. It has been decided to reconstruct the sodium portion with a new sodium loop design that is less susceptible to inadvertent plugging. This report presents the current status of a conceptual design for the new sodium loop.

![Figure 1. Solubility behavior of oxygen in sodium.](image)

### 2 Objectives

The objective of this report is to present design considerations and suggested operating strategies to properly conduct plugging tests with aggressive operating conditions (i.e., high dissolved oxygen concentrations in sodium). Especially important ones are:

1) A conceptual design of a new expansion/cold trap vessel to load and store the excess oxides in the system without causing any uncontrolled plugging; and
2) An additional thermal management approach to eliminate potential cold spots and to establish proper temperature distributions to safely circulate the sodium with high oxide concentration during various plugging experiments with varying cold trap and test section temperatures.

Also a new conceptual design of the loop is proposed.

3 Design considerations

3.1 Expansion/cold trap vessel

The current plugging loop uses a cold trap that is a small stainless steel container with one sodium inlet and one sodium outlet. The cold trap is not specifically designed to maintain free sodium surfaces in it and has no access ports to minimize the risk of sodium leak, except a port to insert a multi-junction thermocouple (TC) probe to monitor the distribution of the sodium temperature inside the cold trap. The cold trap is generally the coldest part of the loop and serves as an oxide-storage vessel. A separate expansion tank is located at the top of the loop where a free sodium surface is maintained to accommodate the expansion/contraction of the sodium. There are several ports at the top of the expansion tank above the free sodium surface where the ports will not submerge in the sodium such that the potential for a sodium leak is considered practically nonexistent. These ports include a TC port, a cover gas port, and a loading port. See Figure 2.
In this configuration, an amount of sodium oxide is added at the expansion tank to the loop to increase the oxygen content in the sodium. The oxide dissolves in the molten sodium at a similar temperature as the expansion tank and has to be transferred to the cold trap by the molten sodium through the loop (indicated by the blue arrow in the figure). Some of the solid oxides may also be carried with the flowing sodium. Obviously, the dissolved oxygen concentration in the sodium cannot be well controlled. The presence of an oxygen saturation concentration that is higher than at the cold trap temperature potentially can lead to unexpected plugging of the loop.

To avoid flowing the sodium with an uncontrolled concentration of oxygen through the loop, a vessel that combines the functions of the cold trap and the expansion tank is proposed as shown in Figure 3. The container consists of a sodium flow passage with a pack of mesh for oxide precipitation as a cold trap and an open space in it to serve it as an expansion tank. The presence
of the free surface in the container permits the installation of a valve for oxide loading. This container allows loading of the oxide directly in the cold trap so that the sodium containing an uncontrolled amount of oxygen does not flow outside of the container.

**Figure 3. Proposed expansion tank/cold trap combination vessel.**

The oxygen may be added as a gas or as solid sodium oxides. For the gas injection method, the oxygen must be mixed with a carrier gas, for example, argon and this gas mixture (such a gas mixture can be readily purchased) will be introduced into the container as shown in Figure 4. Handling pure oxygen is a technically difficult task and injecting the pure oxygen into molten sodium would probably induce an explosive reaction between the oxygen and the sodium. The advantage of this method is that the rate of oxide addition can be finely controlled. However, removal of the excess carrier gas may be a problem of this approach. For example, to load 1 gram of oxygen (0.03 mole) into the loop, approximately 0.7 liters of pure oxygen at the standard temperature and pressure (STP) is needed. According to a paper [1][5], molten sodium ignites in an atmosphere with the oxygen concentration of around a few percent. We may use the oxygen concentration below 1% to make sure any ignition will not take place in the loop while injecting the gas for safety. This dilution of the oxygen translates to 70 liters of the gas mixture at STP needs to go through the loop per 1 gram of oxygen addition and by definition 99% of the carrier gas needs to be exhausted from the loop. The excess carrier gas may contain some sodium vapor and/or mist which need to be properly treated before it vents to the atmosphere.
For the solid oxide loading alternative, Na₂O may be used to add oxygen into the loop, which translates to 3.9 grams of Na₂O is needed to add 1 gram of oxygen. The density of the oxide is about 2.3 g/cm³. Although this method will not require any release of gas from the loop, it would be more difficult to control the rate of oxygen addition to the system relative to the gas loading method. In addition, it would require more complex hardware to avoid any contamination from air if the oxide needs to be safely loaded into the molten sodium. It is because when the vessel is hot (the sodium in it is molten), the hot cover gas in the vessel tends to rise and flows out through the loading port. On the other hand, the relatively cooler air in the atmosphere tends to sink into the vessel through the port. When the vessel is at room temperature, since the argon cover gas is denser than air at the same temperature, the cover gas tends to stay inside the vessel while the loading port is opened. Mixing of the gas and the air due to thermally driven natural convection is not expected to occur. In the current plugging loop, the oxide can only be added to the frozen sodium in the expansion tank at room temperature to minimize the contamination of the sodium. Thus, when the sodium is heated, the sodium will become locally saturated and the oxide cannot be fully dissolved until a sufficiently elevated sodium temperature is attained.

### 3.2 Loop tubing size
The current plugging loop uses 1/2 inch tubing for the most of the parts and since the loop experienced unexpected plugging after a large amount of oxide had been added, the tubing size may have to be increased for more stable circulation of the sodium with a high concentration of oxygen in it. A 3/4 inch tubing size is currently considered sufficient to decrease the risk of sodium plugging inside of the tubing.

4 Thermal management

4.1 Elimination of possible cold spots

The present electromagnetic (EM) pumps and flowmeters use permanent magnet dipoles with a small magnetic gap to maximize the magnetic field strength in the dipoles. The small gap made it difficult to thermally insulate and/or to electrically heat the sodium tubing that goes through the gap. Also the relatively large copper electrodes attached to the sodium tubing in the EM pumps are prone to excessively dissipate away heat. The new magnetic dipole design should consider not only the strength of the magnetic field in the gap, but also ease of implementing effective thermal insulation and/or electrical heating. Also, the new design for the EM pump and flow meter should consider not only minimizing the electrical resistance of the electrodes, but also minimizing the heat losses from the electrodes or even implementing an actively heated pump duct and/or electrodes (for example, see Figure 5).

Figure 5. EM pump duct with sheath heaters for improved temperature control.
4.2 Proper heater zoning

There are seven zones in the loop (see Figure 6). Each heater zone is represented by a color band in the figure. These seven zones allow independent control of each component in the loop. The present heater zoning is sufficient to keep the loop hot enough to circulate the molten sodium while independently controlling the temperature of each component in the loop, but is not apparently adequate to reliably circulate sodium with a high oxygen concentration.

This arrangement does not allow precise and independent controlling of the temperature of the sodium itself in each flow path. For reliable circulation of the sodium with high oxygen concentration, it is important to keep the sodium temperature above the coldest temperature within the loop to prevent any oxide precipitation from happening, assuming that the concentration of the oxygen in the sodium is always controlled by the coldest temperature. Usually, the coldest temperature in the loop is the cold trap temperature. This may not be the case during oxygen
loading or while unplugging the test section after a plugging test. A better approach is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Example of improved heater zone arrangement for the current loop configuration.
4.3 Proper temperature distribution

A better approach to control the temperature of the loop may be to keep not only the temperature of the loop and the sodium in it above the temperature of a component where the oxides may exist, but also to keep a positive temperature gradient along the sodium flow direction such that the sodium temperature flowing away from the oxides is always increasing. A negative temperature gradient should only be present within a component where intentional oxides precipitation takes place and should be eliminated as much as possible elsewhere. A proposed temperature distribution during a plugging run is shown in Figure 9. The numbers indicate various locations along the loop. The dashed line is the temperature distribution along the test section. The coldest spot in the solid line corresponds to the coldest spot in the cold trap (between “3” and “4”) and the coldest spot in the dashed line corresponds to the coldest spot in the test section (between “6” and “7”). Note that during a plugging run, the coldest spot in the test section is lower than the coldest spot in the cold trap.
A proposed temperature distribution during an unplugging run is also shown in Figure 10. The temperature of the coldest spot in the test section is increased above the coldest spot in the cold trap. If the test section temperature is raised too high for facilitating the dissolution of the sodium oxides, the sodium between “2” and “3” may become supersaturated with the oxygen, potentially plugging the sodium line before the cold trap.

5 Proposed new plugging loop design

A proposed new plugging loop configuration is shown in Figure 11. The combined expansion and cold trap tank is employed. The loop piping size should be greater than 1/2 inch tubing in size. The pump and the flow meter should be equipped with additional heaters to maintain them at their optimum temperatures. The bypass circuit is eliminated to simplify the topology of
the loop to help establish the proper temperature distributions during a variety of running conditions.

![Diagram of proposed loop configuration and key locations with identification numbers.](image)

*Figure 11. Proposed loop configuration and key locations with identification numbers.*

The heater system should be designed to produce the suggested temperature distributions for plugging and unplugging. The suggested temperature distributions are shown in Figure 12 and Figure 13. As these temperature distributions indicate, the piping part of the loop should be equipped with heaters that have a larger capacity than to just maintain the temperature of the sodium. These heaters need to be aggressively able to increase the temperature of the sodium to form the proper temperature gradient. Similarly, both the cooling capability and heating capability of the expansion/cold trap tank and the test section need to be large to produce large temperature changes within the components. For example, it may be advisable that an additional rod heater be inserted at the center of the expansion/cold trap tank to aggressively heat up the sodium temperature.


6 Summary

Based upon lessons learned in operating the initial sodium portion of the Sodium Plugging Phenomena Loop that itself became plugged and could not be unplugged, a set of improved design features have been identified for a new sodium loop that is less prone to inadvertent plugging. The new design features include a new sodium vessel that combines the functionalities of an expansion tank and a cold trap, increasing the loop tubing diameter/size, improving the thermal designs of the pump and flow meter, improved heater zoning, and an improved temperature distribution strategy along the loop. A new plugging loop conceptual design implementing these features has been developed.
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